
Trusted since I996
Specialists in Temporary, Contract & Permanent Recruitment

The best recruitment  
software you will ever use.



Accelerated Services
Lightning-fast search speed and impressive  

versatility means you have everything you need to easily 
identify and engage candidates, and deliver them to 

clients fast, all whilst complying with relevant legislation 
within the one RDB application. 

Fits your IT environment
As the industry’s fastest-growing  

recruitment platform, RDB ProNet offers  
you the widest range of deployment 

options - from in-house to cloud  
or hybrid solutions.

Phone: I800 697 326    Email: sales@rdbnow.com    Web: www.rdbnow.com   
Office: 22 Market St, Brisbane, QLD 4000 Australia 

From the most basic user to the most technical IT manager, RDB offers  
unrivalled ease of use, scalability, data management and business process management.

 Support for RDB is stationed in Australia, no phone calls to foreign call centres that may be on different time zones.

 A proven switchover programme moves you smoothly from legacy systems. 

 Increase productivity with remote access and administration for working on the go.

 Improved experience for clients and candidates and better communication between all parties.

 Access a reliable database of quality data with no duplication.

 Manage your complete applicant workflow from setting interviews to on-boarding, whether you’re handling  
 permanent or temporary staff.

 CV parsing to create instant candidate records.

 Manage contacts and run searches quickly to filter your talent pool, search profiles, contacts  
 and clients, set call backs and view colleagues’ diaries. 

 Automatically generate documents from contracts to reference requests.

 Instantly send applications to multi-posting sites via the job board.

 Analyze margins and monitor KPIs in real time - by consultant, cost centre or client.

 Integration with existing systems and third party applications through RDB store and customer portal.

 Unique systems architecture enables you to customise and deploy reports.

 Stay safe with uncompromising security, data protection and compliance.

 Excellent value for money with demonstrably fast ROI.

 Low maintenance thanks to a solid Microsoft foundation of cutting edge technologies.

Titan Recruitment - “We feel that we are well placed to now reap the benefits from the use of RDB.”

Protech - “Very pleased to work with a software vendor who knows its product and responds well to customers’ needs.” 

Red Appointments - “I couldn’t recommend them any higher and am happy to discuss our journey with anyone should they wish.”

Peninsula Personal - “I’m not sure how we ever lived without RDB, it has absolutely changed how we work.”

Enterprise Recruitment - “My consultants are now saving 90 minutes a day in admin time alone since switching to RDB.”

OneStaff - “Our experience with RDB and the team has truly been outstanding.”

Web & Mobile Suites
Interactive client and candidate portals which are 

platform independent with website to database live 
integration with anywhere, anytime access.

Hosting
Instantly lower operating costs and  

remove the hassle of IT, data back-ups,  
maintenance and security.

Business Intelligence
Direct integration to specialist dashboard  

reporting suites provided by Cube19  
and Northstar.

 

CRM
Your central hub to manage assignments,  

contracts and clients with customisable workflows  
to the right candidate to each brief..

Pay & Bill
Seamless end-to-end integration  

to Astute Payroll, PinvoiceR, Flexitime,  
2cloudnine and Recruit Complete.

Online Timesheets
For effortless time management so you spend less time 

tracking and more time doing, RDB has its own integrated 
online timesheet system. However through our online 

RDB store you can also use a 3rd party application.


